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Abstract. Magnetoconductivity (MC) and zero field conductivity have been measured at low
temperatures in metallic and barely insulating AlPdRe quasicrystalline films. For ametallicfilm,
both the magnetoconductivity and conductivity can be fitted well using the 3D weak localization
(WL) and electron–electron interaction (EEI) theories. The AlPdRe films exhibit very strong
spin–orbit scattering withτso ≈ 1.5 × 10−13 s. Therefore, the inelastic scattering times can
be directly extracted from the low field magnetoconductivity data taken at various temperatures,
yielding τin(T ) ≈ 1.6 × 10−11 T−1 s−1. Using the fitting parameters extracted from the MC
data, the zero field conductivity as a function of temperature can be described nicely using the WL
and EEI theories. MC data and conductivity data obtained on barelyinsulatingfilms below the
metal–insulator transitioncannotbe explained in the framework of the WL theory.

1. Introduction

Magnetoconductivity (MC) measurements,1σ(B) = σ(B) − σ(0), have been reported on
several quasicrystalline systems, mainly on 3D samples. The quasicrystalline icosahedral
i-AlPdRe system is of special interest as it shows the largest transport anomalies amongst
quasicrystals, and some samples may even be insulating. For example, the Swedish group
studied the MC of AlPdRe melt-spinning ribbons [1], the University of Tokyo group measured
MC on bulk AlPdRe bulk samples [2], the University of Virginia group reported MC data
on bulk AlPdRe and bulk AlCuCo samples [3, 4] and the Taiwan group of Lin summarized
MC data on bar-shaped samples cut from ingots [5]. In some of the above publications, the
electron–electron interaction (EEI) contribution has been neglected or the weak localization
(WL) theory has been applied to MC data taken oninsulatingfilms. In these cases, we believe
that the analyses are either incomplete or incorrect. As will be illustrated below, the weak
localization and electron–electron interaction theories gave satisfactory fits to the experimental
data only on themetallicside of the metal–insulator transition (MIT). Values for the inelastic
scattering times and the spin–orbit scattering time were extracted from the fits. We were unable
to fit the WL theory to MC data taken on abarely insulatingfilm located just below the MIT.

2. Theoretical background

Electron–electron interactions (EEI) produce a dip in the density of states close toEF . This
dip results in a small correction to the zero field conductivity that reduces the conductivity
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with decreasing temperatures. According to the 3D prediction of Altshuler and Aronov [6],
the particle–hole contribution arising from EEI to the zero field conductivity is:

σEEI (T ) = 1.294√
2

e2

4π2h̄

(
4

3
− 3

2
F̃σ

)(
kBT

h̄Ddif

)1/2

(1)

where the electron screening parameterF̃σ ranges between 0.2 and 0.4 for many thin metallic
films.

Lee and Ramakrishnan have calculated the 3D magnetoconductivity (MC) contribution
arising from EEI in the particle–hole channel [7]:
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wherege is the Land́e factor. Oussetet al have suggested suitable approximations for the
functiong3(x) [8]:

g3(x) ≈ 5.6464× 10−2x2 − 1.4759× 10−3x4 + 4.2747× 10−5x6

−1.5351× 10−6x8 + 6× 10−8x10 x 6 3 (3a)

g3(x) ≈ 0.645 48 + 0.235(x − 4)− 7.45× 10−4(x − 4)2 − 2.94× 10−3(x − 4)3

+6.32× 10−4(x − 4)4 − 5.22× 10−5(x − 4)5 36 x 6 8 (3b)

and

g3(x) ≈ x1/2 − 1.2942− π2

12x3/2
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16x7/2
− 5π6

32x11/2
x 6 8. (3c)

The limiting forms ofg3 for large and smallx are:

g3(x →∞) ≈
√
x − 1.29

and

g3(x → 0) ≈ 0.0565x2. (4)

Note that the high field behaviour of1σEEI has aB1/2 dependence. It is useful to note that
geµB/kB ≈ 4/3 in units of kelvin/tesla ifge = 2.

Owing to the lack of any other better formalism, we use the 3D weak localization (WL)
theory close to the MIT for thebarely metallicfilm No C5; the WL theory generally applies to
very metallic films. Kawabata first derived the 3D WL correction to thezero fieldconductivity
for the case of no spin–orbit scattering [9]. Fukuyama and Hoshino extended the Kawabata
zero field results to include the spin–orbit scatteringτso and obtained a zero field correction
to the conductivity [10]. Hickeyet al have suggested the following zero field expression that
includes magnetic spin scattering [11]:

σWL(T ) = e2
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whereτso is the temperature independent spin–orbit scattering time,τs is the temperature
independent magnetic spin scattering time andτin(T ) is the temperature dependent inelastic
scattering time. The characteristic fields are related to the scattering times through the
expressionBx = h̄/(4eDdif τx). It should be noted that a number of different conventions
are used in the definition ofτso. The one followed here in equation (5) is that adopted by
Bergmann [12] and by Baxteret al [13]. When comparing results of other authors, it might be
necessary to redefineτso asτso/3. A magnitude for the spin–orbit scattering time [14, 15] can
be estimated from the expressionτso ≈ τo(l37/Z)4 whereZ is the atomic number (Z = 75
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for Re andZ = 46 for Pd) and whereτo ≈ 10−15 s is the elastic scattering time. For the case
of weak spin–orbit scattering whenτso is large, equation (5) predicts thatσWL ∝ (τin)−1/2;
this is the case of weak localization that causes adecreaseof the conductivity with decreasing
temperatures. For our case of strong spin–orbit scattering and a small magnitude forτso,
equation (5) predicts weakanti-localization whereσWL ∝ (−1/2)(τin)−1/2; in this case, the
WL contribution produces anincreasein the conductivity with decreasing temperatures, in
opposition to the EEI contribution [12]. However, the EEI contribution seems always to
dominate, resulting in an overall major decrease of the zero field conductivity with decreasing
temperatures.

For the 3D weak localization magnetoconductivity (MC) theory, Baxteret al extended
the results of Fukuyama and Hoshino to include weak magnetic scattering for the case that
τ−1
s � τ−1

so ; the Zeeman splitting correction at high fields has also been included [13]:
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where

Bφ = B1 + 2Bs
B2 = Bi + 2Bs/3 + 4Bso/3
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For the case of weak magnetic fields where the Zeeman splitting correction can be
neglected, the weak localization MC expression, equation (6), can be considerably simplified:

1σWL(B, T ) = e2
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Baxteret al gave a numerically convenient approximation for the functionf3(x), which
is accurate over the entire range ofx, and retains the correct asymptotic limits [13]:

f3(x) ≈ 2
√

2 + 1/x − 2
√

1/x − 1√
1/2 + 1/x

− 1√
3/2 + 1/x

+
(2.03 + 1/x)−3/2

48

f3(x → 0)→ x3/2

48

and

f3(x →∞)→ 0.6049. (9)

Note that at high fields1σWL exhibits theB1/2 dependence, sincef3(x) saturates at 0.605.
The WL expressions of equations (6) and/or (8) give the major negative contribution to the
MC data. However, the EEI expression of equation (2) makes a smaller, but also significant
negative contribution and hence cannot be neglected.
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For the case of strong spin–orbit scattering atsmall fields, the above equations simplify
to the important expression:

1σWL (� cm)−1 = −[e2/(4π2h̄100)][e/h̄]1/2[B2/48][1/B3/2
in ]. (10)

If units of cm are used rather than m, then the factor of 100 must be accounted for in the
conversion of conductivity and MC from(� m)−1 to (� cm)−1. If the negativeMC data
exhibit the parabolic dependence at small fields, then a value for the inelastic magnetic field
can be estimated from equation (10). Hence, the magnitude of the inelastic scattering time can
be determined at this measurement temperature usingτin(T ) = h̄/[4πeDdif Bin(T )].

3. Experimental details

Thin amorphous 2200 Å films of nominal Al72Pd20Re8 compositions were prepared by co-
sputtering with two magnetron sources onto quartz substrates. One target source contained a
mixture of Al and Pd and the second source contained the Re element. Due to the positions
of the two sources with respect to the substrate, a defined composition gradient could be
achieved along the substrate. Thus, a set of about 20 amorphous samples was produced with
a composition slightly and systematically changing from one sample to the next and cutting
the ternary phase diagram close to the optimum composition for obtaining the quasicrystal
structure. The amorphous films were heated in a vacuum for about 20 hours to a temperature
of 870 K where the transition to the icosahedral structure took place for samples of a narrow
range of composition around Al71.5Pd20.0Re7.5. The low temperature conductivity and the
resistivity ratioR(4.2 K)/R(300 K) varied systematically with composition. Recent theoretical
calculations by Krajci and Hafner predict a real gap in the density of states for icosaheral
AlPdRe [16]. There is the possibility that even a minimal structural rearrangement of the
icosahedral phase can place the Fermi energy into the gap, thus creating an insulating phase
[16]. Here we focus on two quasicrystalline films which show metallic or barely insulating
behaviours. Contacts were made to the films using silver paint. Additional details on film
preparation and characterization by electron diffraction can be found in [17].

Measurements below 1 K were made with the films placedinside the mixing chamber
of a dilution refrigerator. Thermometry was based upon an extrapolated CMN thermometry
scale. The CMN salt pill thermometer was calibrated against the vapour pressure of3He and
4He and a calibrated Ge thermometer from Scientific Instruments. Care was taken to prevent
Joule heating of the films inside the mixing chamber. Above 1.4 K, measurements were made
with the samples located in a standard liquid helium probe inserted in a 17 T superconducting
magnet system from Cryogenic Limited. Some temperature drifts were present above 4.2 K,
accounting for some of the ‘gaps’ in the MC data that appear in the following graphs.

4. Low temperature conductivity data and the metal–insulator transition

Films may be classified electronically as being either insulating or metallic. Insulating 3D
films exhibit infinite resistivity or zero conductivity at absolute zero in temperature. In contrast,
metallic 3D films always display a positive conductivity at absolute zero.

Strongly insulatingfilms exhibit an activated hopping conductivity which can be described
by the variable-range hopping (VRH) expression:

σ(T ) = σ0[exp−(T0/T )
y ] (11)

whereσ0 is the prefactor,T0 is a characteristic temperature andy is an exponent.
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In contrast, the conductivity of a3D metallicfilm at sufficiently low temperatures can be
described by the power law expression:

σ(T ) = σ(0) +CT z (12)

whereσ(0) is the positive zero temperature conductivity,C is the prefactor andz is the exponent
of the temperature power law. Equation (12) might approximate the conductivity contribution
from the 3D electron–electron interaction theory and/or from the 3D weak localization theory
and a theory based upon the existence of critical states which decay following a power law
[18]. Note that in the above procedures, the exponentsy andz are free fitting parameters.

A useful technique to identify the metal–insulator transition was previously introduced
[19, 20]. The mathematical functionw(T ) exhibits distinctively different temperature
behaviours for insulating and metallic films:

w(T ) = d lnσ/d lnT = (T /σ) dσ/dT . (13)

In practice, thew are calculated from two conductivity pointsσ1(T1) andσ2(T2) at closely
separated temperaturesT1 andT2 using one of the following expressions:

w ≈ (ln σ1− ln σ2)/(ln T1− ln T2) (14)

or from the approximation:

w ≈ Tave(ln σ1− ln σ2)/(T1− T2) (15)

whereTave = (T1 + T2)/2.
For strongly insulatingfilms exhibiting variable-range hopping conductivity, inserting

equation (1) into equation (3) yields:

w(T ) = y(T0/T )
y (16)

notice thatw(T ) increasesto infinity as the temperature approaches absolute zero.
For 3D metallic films exhibiting slowly decreasing conductivities with decreasing

temperatures at low temperatures, equation (2) can be substituted into equation (3) to yield:

w(T ) = zCT z/[σ(0) +CT z] = zCT z/σ (T ). (17)

Observe that if the film is indeedmetallic and exhibits a finite positive conductivityσ(0) at
absolute zero, thenw(T ) shouldextrapolate to zeroat absolute zero.

For the specialinsulating case of the conductivity following a simple power law,
σ(T ) = CT z with σ(0) = 0, equation (7) predicts that thew are independent of temperature
and equal to the constant value ofw = z.

An example of metallic behaviour is shown in figure 1 where the quasicrystal AlPdRe film
No C5 exhibitsw which tend to zero asT → 0 K. This film has anR(4.2 K)/R(300 K) ratio
of 2.4. For thismetalliccase, a least-squares regression fit of the log(wσ) versus logT data
yields values for the exponentz and the prefactorC, according to equations (12) and (17). A
value forσ(0) follows directly from one of the data points. The empirical fit to the zero field
low temperature conductivity data of film No C5 below 1.6 K is shown in figure 2 where the
solid line is given byσ(T ) = 73.01 + 1.24T 0.71 in (� cm)−1. The exponentz of 0.71 of the
second term agrees poorly with the EEI theory prediction of an exponential value of 0.50.

In contrast, thew behaviour exhibited by the quasicrystal AlPdRe film No A4 in figure 3
suggests that thew extrapolates to afinite small valueat T = 0 K. Certainly thew do not
extrapolate to zero. Hence, film No A4 appears to be insulating down to 0.1 K. This film has
anR(4.2 K)/R(300 K) ratio of 4.2.
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Figure 1. Thew = d lnσ/d lnT dependence upon temperature for the quasicrystal AlPdRe film
No C5; the tendency for thew to extrapolate to zero asT → 0 K suggests that this film is metallic.

Figure 2. The zero magnetic field conductivity data of film No C5 compared to an empirical
power law fitσ(T ) = 73.01 + 1.24T 0.71 in (� cm)−1. Note the tendency for the conductivity to
extrapolate to a finite value atT = 0 K, suggesting that this film ismetallic.

5. Fits to the magnetoconductivity data of the metallic quasicrystalline AlPdRe film

The low temperature magnetoconductivity (MC) data yield values for the inelastic scattering
time τin(T ). The MC of film No C5, the quasicrystalline Al71.9Pd20.2Re7.9 film located above
the MIT, was investigated in detail.

The low temperature MC data,1σ = σ(B) − σ(0), for the metallic film No C5 are
shown in figures 4 and 5. Notice that the MC data are negative, suggesting strong spin–orbit
scattering. For the 3D theories to be valid, the thermal lengthLT = (Ddif h̄/kBT )

1/2 and the
inelastic lengthLin = [Ddif τin(T )]1/2 should be considerably less than the film thickness of
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Figure 3. Thew = d lnσ/d lnT dependence upon temperature for the quasicrystal AlPdRe film
No A4. The tendency for thew to extrapolate to afinite valueatT = 0 K suggests that this film is
insulating.

Figure 4. The magnetoconductivity data at various low temperatures for the metallic C5 film.
Owing to instability of the temperature, some data have been lost and gaps appear. The solid lines
are theoretical fits representing the combined contributions from the weak localization (WL) and
electron–electron interaction (EEI) theories.

2200 Å. The condition for three dimensionality is satisfied provided that the diffusion constant
Ddif is less than 1 cm2 s−1. Just above the MIT, Entin-Wohlmanet al [21] predict that
Ddif = D0(x − xc)t−β wheret is the conductivity exponent equal to 1.9 in 3D [22] and to 1.3
in 2D [23] andβ is the finite cluster mass exponent equal to 0.41 [24]. SinceD0 ≈ 50 cm2 s−1

for a very metallic film, the diffusion constant is estimated to take on values less than 1 cm2 s−1

near the MIT. We chose a value of 0.75 cm2 s−1 for Ddif .
The MC data for the metallic film No C5 are shown in figures 4 and 5; the theoretical fits

using equations (2) and (6) are compared to the MC data in figures 4–7 at different temperatures.
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Figure 5. The magnetoconductivity data below 1 K for the metallic C5 film taken in a dilution
refrigerator. The data are compared to the weak localization and electron–electron interaction
theories for the magnetoconductivity. The only temperature where the theories gave a rather poor
fit to the data was atT = 0.19 K. A value for the inelastic scattering time was obtained from each
fit, whereτin(T = 0.19 K) = 8.9× 10−11 s andτin(T = 0.68 K) = 2.3× 10−11 s.

Figure 6. A fit of the weak localization and electron–electron interaction theories to the
magnetoconductivity data taken atT = 1.47 K. Notice the small contribution from the EEI theory
as compared to the contribution from the WL theory. A value for the inelastic scattering time was
obtained from this fit whereτin(T = 1.47 K) = 1.1× 10−11 s.

The MC fits are quantitatively good, particularly in thelow andmiddlefield ranges. In the
high field regime, deviations between the fitting curves and data might arise from the field
sensitivity of the thermometer and temperature drifts and instabilities that occurred over the two
hour measuring periods. The fitting parameters used wereDdif = 0.75 cm2 s−1, F̃σ = 0.2,
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Figure 7. A fit of the weak localization and electron–electron interaction theories to the
magnetoconductivity data taken atT = 22 K. The contribution from the EEI theory is very small
at this high temperature. A value for the inelastic scattering time was obtained from this fit where
τin(T = 22 K) = 5.2× 10−13 s.

Figure 8. Values for the inelastic scattering time as a function of temperature. The solid line is an
empirical fit whereτ(T ) = 1.55× 10−11/T 1.03 s.

ge = 2 andBs = 0 T. No magnetic moments have been observed in i-AlPbRe [25, 26];
henceBs = 0 T. The following parameters were determined from the fitting procedure:
Bso = 15 T,Bin(T = 0.19 K) = 0.01 T,Bin(T = 0.68 K) = 0.092 T,Bin(T = 1.47 K)
= 0.195 T,Bin(T = 4.21 K) = 0.60 T,Bin(T = 7 K) = 1.2 T, Bin(T = 10 K) = 1.7 T,
Bin(T = 15 K) = 2.6 T andBin(T = 22 K) = 4.25 T. The uncertainties in all the fitting
parameters are fair, about±25%. The WL expression, equation (6), contributes 80% to
the total negative MC magnitude owing to the strong spin–orbit field value while the EEI
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Figure 9. The zero magnetic field conductivity data for the metallic film No C5; the solid line is a fit
that includes the contributions from the electron–electron interaction and weak localization theories.
These quantum corrections explain the temperature dependence of the observed conductivity very
well in the temperature interval between 4 and 65 K.

expression, equation (2) contributes the remaining 20%. Values ofBin(T K) were then
converted to inelastic scattering timesτin(T ) via τin(T ) = h̄/[4eDdif Bin(T )]. Both our
temperature dependence and magnitudes for the inelastic scattering time and the magnitude
for the spin–orbit scattering time (τso = 1.5×10−13 s) are consistent with those values observed
by the Swedish and Taiwan groups inbulk metallicAlPdRe samples [5, 27].

The results for the inelastic scattering time are illustrated in figure 8. Above 0.6 K, the
inelastic time follows a simple power law dependence ofτin(T ) ≈ 1.55×10−11 T −1.03 s. This
temperature dependence is weaker than a theoretical prediction of Al’tshuler and Aronov [28]
thatτin(T )−1 ∝ T 3/2 and a prediction of Schmid [29] thatτin(T )−1 ∝ T 2 but agrees nicely
with a 3D expression suggested by Isawa [30]:

τin(T ) = 4(EF τ0)
2/(31/23h̄kBT ). (18)

Reasonable magnitudes are obtained if one uses values ofEF ≈ 0.2 eV andτ0 ≈ 10−14 s,
suggested by Rapp. Isawa considered scattering processes leading to the inelastic scattering
time to first order of the screened Coulomb interaction [30]. In addition, Belitz and Wysokinski
have suggested the following expression forτin(T ) [31]:

τin(T ) = h̄/(2γ kBT ) (19)

whereγ ranges between 0.098 and 0.561. Their deviation is based upon charge density
fluctuations using Wegner scattering near the Anderson transition [31]. Equation (19) predicts
the same order of magnitude as equation (18). Interestingly, Lin points out thatmany barely
metallic systems exhibit the simpleτin(T ) ∝ 1/T dependence [32]; in these systems the
diffusion constantDdif always has a value less than 1 cm2 s−1.

The zero fieldconductivity data of film No C5 can be fitted using the two zero field
expressions, equations (1) and (5), and the fitting parameters determined from the MC
fits. Theσ(T ) fit is impressively good between 4 and 60 K as shown in figure 9. In this
case, the EEI expression contributes 70% to the total conductivity change with temperature,
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Figure 10. Magnetoconductivity at various low temperatures for thebarely insulatingquasicrystal
AlPdRe film No A4. The lines are forced fits using the WL and EEI theories. This film is barely
insulating according to figure 3.

while the WL expression makes a smaller 30% contribution. The expression used was
σ(T ) = 18.68 + σWL(T ) + σEEI (T ) in units of (� cm)−1. The EEI contribution goes as
σEEI = 2.46T 1/2 (� cm)−1; recall that below 4 K the combined EEI and WL contributions
exhibited aT 0.71 dependence. Interestingly, the WL expression exhibits anti-localization below
6 K [12]. Above 60 K, a new conductivity process starts to dominate, possibly explained by
using a Debye–Waller factor model [33].

A most important point of the zero field conductivity fit is thepositivesign of the offset
term, +18.68 (� cm)−1; had the sign of this term beennegative, the entire fitting procedure
would not be physical. This small value of the offset term suggests that this film is barely
metallic.

Thus, it appears that the unique icosahedral structure of themetallicquasicrystal films has
little influence upon the quantum corrections to the conductivity and MC at low temperatures,
except for the fact that the quasicrystalline structure causes a strong elastic scattering.

6. Magnetoconductivity data of the barely insulating quasicrystalline AlPdRe film

Referring to figure 3, extrapolation of the high temperaturew values of film No A4 toT → 0 K
suggests afinite smallvalue forw at T = 0 K, rather than azerovalue that is characteristic
of metallic films. This behaviour identifies film No A4 asbarely insulating. This film has an
R(4.2 K)/R(300 K) ratio of 4.2 and a composition of Al71.95Pd20.2Re7.85.

The experimental MC data for theinsulatingfilm A4 are illustrated in figure 10. The
fits using the WL and EEI theories to these MC data are extremely good. We simply used a
smaller value for the diffusion constantDdif = 0.15 cm2 s−1 for this more resistive film. But
the WL theory should completely break down below the MIT transition, since the electrons
are no longer extended but are localized near the donor sites. Thus, the Bergmann concept
of many thousands of elastic scattering processes occurring prior to an inelastic scattering
process should break down if the electrons are localized [12]. Yet, these MC fits seem to
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Figure 11. Failure of the weak localization (WL) theory to explain the behaviour of the zero field
conductivity data of thebarely insulatingAlPdRe film No A4. The fit is given by the expression
σ(T ) = −85.7 + σWL(T ) + σEEI (T ) in (� cm)−1. The negative sign in the conductivity offset
term is unphysical and arises owing to the unphysically large magnitudes predicted from the WL
contribution. An alternative theory is needed to explain the data of this figure and of figure 10.

contradict this conclusion. The conflict is resolved when we try to fit the WL and EEI theories
to the zero field conductivity data as shown in figure 11. Initial inspection indicates beautiful
agreement between data and theory, using the scattering times extracted from the MC fits. But
the fit in figure 11 isunphysicalsince anegativeconductivity offset value of−85.7 (� cm)−1

had to be used. The problem lies in the magnitudes that the WL theory predicts—values that
are three times greater than the actual measured values of about 32(� cm)−1. Thus, the
WL contribution of equation (5) greatly overestimates the zero field conductivity values; and
the WL theory simply breaks down just below the MIT. We are not aware of any alternative
theory to explain the MC data just below the MIT. The above illustration marks the importance
of fitting both MC and zero field conductivity data only tometallic films and checking for
consistency in magnitudes and in signs between fits to both the zero field conductivity data
and the MC data.

Some of these quasicrystalline AlPdRe films exhibitstrongly insulatingproperties, at least
down to temperatures of 0.3 K. The magnetoresistance ratio dataR(B)/R(0) are summarized
in [34] along with numerical calculations that predict the resistance behaviour in moderately
strong magnetic fields for this special case of Mott 3D VRH conduction.
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